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Abstract

The computer programmer write programming codes of any length without keeping in mind the available primary memory. This is possible if we use the concept of virtual memory. As the name suggests, virtual memory is a concept of executing a programming code of any size even having a primary memory of smaller size than the size of program to be executed. The virtual memory can be implemented using the concept of paging. The operating system allocates a number of memory frames to each program while loading into the memory. The programming code is equally divided into pages of same size as frame size. The size of pages and memory frames are retained equal for the better utilization of the memory. During the execution of program, every process is allocated limited number of memory frames; hence there is a need of page replacements. To overcome this limitation, a number of page replacement techniques had suggested by the researchers. In this paper, we have proposed an modified page replacement technique, which is based on the concept of block reading of pages from the secondary storage. The disc access is very slow as compared to the access from primary memory. Whenever there is a page fault, the required page is retrieved from the secondary storage. The numerous page faults increase the execution time of process. In the proposed methodology, a number of pages, which is equal to the allotted memory frames, are read every time when there is a page fault instead of reading a single page at a time. If a block of pages has fetched from secondary storage, it will definitely increases the possibilities of page hit and as a result, it will improve the hit ratio for the processes.
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1. Introduction

Operating system offers a service known as memory management, which manages and guide primary memory. It moves processes between disc & main memory during the execution by back forth [1]. The process in which we provisionally moves process from primary memory to the hard disk or secondary memory so the memory be available for other processes, this process is known as swapping.

A computer can find extra memory than the amount of manually equipped on the system. This extraneous memory is literally called virtual memory and it is indeed a section of a hard disc that is set up to imitate the computer's RAM. Virtual memory is generally attained with the demand paging. It may also be carried out in a segmentation system. For providing virtual memory, Demand segmentation is to be used.

A memory management method paging is commonly used in which the memory is parted into fix size pages[8]. Paging is used for accessing data rapidly. Whenever a program requires a page, it could be found in the primary memory as if the Operating System duplicates a certain no. of pages on the main memory from hard disk. It grants the physical address space of a process to be non-contiguous. A page table is the data structure, which is used by a virtual memory system in a computer's operating system to fund the mapping within the virtual addresses & physical addresses. The accessing process uses virtual addresses, while physical addresses used up by the hardware and most categorically, by the RAM sub-system [9]. Whenever a program attempt to reference a page that is not available in RAM, then the processor takes it as an invalid memory reference, or as a page fault and then it relocate control from the program to the OS [11].

Page replacement techniques are the methods by which an Operating System concludes which memory pages to be swapped out & write to disk, whenever a page of main memory is required to be allocated. Paging will arise when a page fault occurs and a free page is not to be used for allotment purpose and calculating to reason that pages are not available or the no. of freed pages are lesser than required pages [14].

A page replacement algorithm hits on the less knowledge about obtaining the pages given by the hardware, and then it tries to elect which pages must be replaced to minimize the total number of page misses, during adjusting it with the costs of primary memory & processor time of the algorithm self-[15]. We have several different page replacement algorithms. We calculate an algorithm by executing it on a appropriate string of memory reference & checking the number of page faults.

2. Literature Survey

The first-in, first-out (FIFO) page replacement algorithm is a less-overhead algorithm which entails little bookkeeping on the part of the operating system. As we know by the name - the operating system set track of each page in memory in the form of a queue, with the one comes late placed at last & the one comes first will
placed in front. The operating system assists a list of all pages presently in memory, with that page which is at the head of the list the oldest one and the page at the tail the most arrival. Whenever a page is to be swapped out, the page at the front of the queue, (the oldest page) is considered. While FIFO is cheap and instinctive, it results poorly in practical application.

Least recently used (LRU) page replacement, this algorithm replaces the page that has not been used for the longest period of time. We can think of this strategy as the optimal page replacement algorithm looking back ward in time, rather than forward [20]. The LRU policy is regularly used as a page replacement algorithm and is well thought-out to be good. The foremost problem is how to put into operation LRU replacement. An LRU page-replacement algorithm may involve significant hardware support. The difficulty is to decide an order for the frames distinct by the time of last use.

Optimal page replacement,[21] The optimal page algorithm merely removes, the page with utmost no. of such information implying that it will be required in the most isolated future. This algorithm is launch long back & is not easy to implement for the reason that it requires future information of the program actions. It is likely possible to execute optimal page replacement.

Not Recently Used (NRU) page replacement algorithm [22], in this algorithm it is important that it requires that each page must contain 2 extra status bits 'R' and 'M' called reference bit & change bit respectively. The reference bit (R) is repeatedly set to 1 at whatever time the page is requested. The change bit (M) is set to 1 every time the page is customized. These bits are stored in the PMT and are reorganized on each & every memory reference. Whenever a page fault occurs, the memory manager inspects all the pages & divides them into 4 classes based on R and M bits.

3. Existing Algorithm

Existing algorithm is as follows, first the author determine number of pages. Let us say this is denoted by the value 'n'. Now we create 'n' count variables, say c1, c2, and c3upto cn. Now we take the reference string, count each value, and add it to the count of that corresponding value [31]. For example if the reference string value is 1,1,3,2,0,5,6,2,4,2, then author have 6 count variables and their values are, c1=2, c2=2, c3=1, c4=1, c5=1, c6=1 and c0=1. Now say we have 4 frames, so first 1 is entered to the frame and c1 is now equal to 1. Next 1 is already there, hence only c1 value changes and is equal to 0. Next c3 is made 0 and 3 is added. Similarly 2 and 0 are added. Now when 5 is to be enter, one page fault occurs. For replacing it the value with minimum count is removed. If an ambiguous case occurs then the LRU algorithm or FIFO can be followed to remove a page.

Consider the following reference string of pages-

Step 1: Enter length of reference string N and allotted number of memory frames MF

Step 2: Enter reference string of pages.

Step 3: for first to last position of reference string do steps from 4 to 6.

Step 4: if the marked page is not available in memory frames then do step 5, otherwise do step 6.

Step 5: mark it as page miss and then read a block of next MF pages from the disc as a block retrieval and fill all the allotted frames at once.

Step 6: just mark it as page hit.

Consider the following reference string of pages-

4. Shortcomings of Existing Algorithm

The existing methodology was based on count based page replacement technique, which was similar to the optimal page replacement. As its name imply an optimal page replacement technique is optimal in terms of less number of page faults, which lead to high hit ratio. Along with high hit ratio, it is also known that optimal page replacement technique is not practical because we are not aware of page reference string in advance.

5. Proposed Method

In this research, we proposed a new concept for page replacement, which is based on block reading of pages from the secondary storage. As we know that disc, access is time consuming because of the complex mechanism of secondary storage, which lead to slow processing of data. It is always better to read a block of data whenever there is frequent disc access. In my research, whenever there will be a page fault, instead of reading a missed page only, I retrieve asset of pages equal to number of frames allotted for that process. By this way, we can definitely minimize number of page misses, which will improve hit ratio too.

6. Proposed Algorithm

Our proposed algorithm is given below-

Assume that size of reference string N and allotted number of memory frames are MF

Step 1: Enter length of reference string N and allotted number of memory frames MF.

Step 2: Enter reference string of pages.

Step 3: for first to last position of reference string do steps from 4 to 6.

Step 4: if the marked page is not available in memory frames then do step 5, otherwise do step 6.

Step 5: mark it as page miss and then read a block of next MF pages from the disc as a block retrieval and fill all the allotted frames at once.

Step 6: just mark it as page hit.

Consider the following reference string of pages-

Let consider the frame size is four (F0, F1, F2 and F3). The allocation of frames for the pages in proposed methodology is show below-
In the figure 3, we can see, first reference string is 1 which is not found in allotted frames. It is a page miss, thus as per the proposed algorithm, we have to read next four distinct pages (1, 3, 2, 0). After filling all four frames, there will be page hit for the next page references (1, 3, 2, and 0). There will be again a page fault for a page reference 5. Then with similar fashion, we will read next four pages (5, 6, 2 and 4), after that all coming pages will be found resulting as page hit.

HM shown in above figure denotes hit/miss counts. A one in HM represents a hit while a zero indicates a miss.

As per the output,
The total page references =10
Total number of hits =8
Total Number of misses=2
Hit Ratio= [Total Hits/(Total Hit + Miss)] x 100
So hit ratio= [8/10] x 100 = 80%

7. Results and Analysis

The results are analysed for four memory frames. The number of hits using existing methodology for predefined reference string is 3, but using proposed method it increases to 8, which is a significant change. The hit ratio using existing method for default reference string is 30.00%, but using proposed it increases to 80.0%, which is a big difference. The proposed methodology will depict better result when number of memory frames are increased.

The result analysis of existing Vs proposed algorithm is shown using following snapshot-

The same analysis is shown using bar chart-

7. Conclusion

In this research, we have preserved a new concept for page replacement, which is based on block reading from secondary storage. The concept of block reading is obvious when there is frequent disc access. With the help of proposed methodology, we can find maximum pages in memory frames, which result high hit ratio. If we compare the proposed methodology with existing one, we found that the proposed methodology provide better results. As usual, the proposed method will provide better result when we allot more number of memory frames. Although the proposed algorithm shows better, result but there is always a need of improvement. In future, the same methodology can be improved by applying some concept, which will reduce the number of page replacement. The proposed algorithm can be improved by providing a hybrid mechanism, which uses existing algorithms (like first in first out, least recently used, optimal page replacement, etc.) also.
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